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The electrochemical activity of LaNiO3 , La0.97 NiO3 , LaNi0.6 Fe0.4 O3 , La0.97 Ni0.6 Fe0.4 O3 and La2 Ni0.9 Fe0.1 O4 , toward the oxygen
evolution reaction (OER) was measured in 1M KOH at room temperature. All materials showed comparable OER activity with Tafel
slopes in the range 56–98 mV/dec. The overvoltage at 10 mA · cm−2 , measured on a well-defined geometric surface area, was in the
range 0.38–0.45 V. The best performing materials among the ones investigated were LaNiO3 (multiphase) and La2 Ni0.9 Fe0.1 O4 . The
chemical stability of the stoichiometric materials was also assessed in 31wt% and 45 wt% KOH respectively at 100◦ C and 220◦ C.
All materials were partially decomposed after 1 week of exposure at 220◦ C. After 1 week of exposure at 100◦ C LaNiO3 had formed
secondary phases whereas LaNi0.6 Fe0.4 O3 and La2 Ni0.9 Fe0.1 O4 showed only traces of secondary phase. The main secondary phases
were in all cases La(OH)3 , NiO, Ni(OH)2 and Fe2 O3 . These observations indicate that the investigated oxygen electrode materials
are not suitable for operation in alkaline electrolysis cells above 100◦ C.
© 2018 The Electrochemical Society. [DOI: 10.1149/2.0911810jes]
Manuscript submitted April 13, 2018; revised manuscript received June 7, 2018. Published July 21, 2018.

The electrolysis of water in alkaline electrolysis cells (AECs) has
been used commercially for around 100 years but it has remained a
niche technology for hydrogen production, far surpassed by steam
reforming due to lower production prices.1 With the increased focus
on renewable energy though, alkaline electrolysis is experiencing a
renewed interest. At its current level of technological maturity alkaline
electrolysis suffers from a low power density (∼0.3–0.9 W·cm−2 ) and
only a moderate efficiency (60–80% based on higher heating value)
compared to proton exchange membrane electrolysis cells (PEMECs)
and solid oxide electrolysis cells (SOECs).2 The main advantages of
AECs are their long lifetime and the fact that none of the electrodes
require the use noble metals.
Improving the power density and the cell efficiency is therefore
needed for the technology to become more competitive relative to
other hydrogen production technologies. It is possible to increase the
power density and efficiency without the use of noble metals. Raising
the operating temperature is an effective way to enhance performance.
Typically, AECs are operated at approximately 80◦ C. Recent results,
using a new cell design, allowing the temperature to be increased up
to at least 250◦ C upon pressurized operation, show a sharp increase
in power density (by a factor of 10) and improved cell efficiency3–5
compared to conventional AECs. However, increasing the operating
temperature poses a challenge for the chemical stability of the electrode materials. Conventionally used oxygen electrode materials, such
as nickel, are not an option because of their break-away oxidation at
the operating conditions. Hence, the chemical stability of the oxygen
electrode poses a significant challenge. Certain classes of (complex)
oxides hold the potential to offer much better stability compared to
the conventional metals used, as they are already oxidized, while also
being able to provide adequate electrocatalytic activity.
The main challenge is therefore to identify suitable materials,
which besides having good electrocatalytic activity toward the oxygen
evolution reaction (OER) also exhibit adequate chemical stability at
high temperature and pressure (HTP) conditions. Perovskite oxides,
with the structural formula ABO3 , are of interest as OER electrocatalysts and many of them are also electronically conductive, allowing
them to be used as both electrocatalyst and current collector. The Asite contains a large cation, e.g. La, Sr or Ba, compared to the B-site,
which is typically a transition metal, e.g., Ti, Mn or Ni. Several perovskites and related structures containing Ni and Co as the transition
metal have been shown to possess good electrocatalytic activity toward
the OER.6–9 It is, however, still questionable whether they can provide
adequate performance over time at operating conditions. The double
z
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perovskite Prx Ba1-x CoO3 (PBCO)8–11 has been suggested as both an
active and stable electrocatalyst at standard conditions with comparable electrocatalytic activity to the state-of-the-art materials IrO2 and
RuO2 .12–14 A study, utilizing cyclic voltammetry to determine stability of PCBO at 80◦ C in 1 M KOH, showed that the performance
of a 100 nm layer drops after less than 12 hours. This was correlated to surface leaching of Pr and Ba and hence a change in surface
composition and structure. The above exemplifies that the stability
of electrocatalysts at standard conditions provide insufficient information about their stability at operating conditions. Therefore, electrocatalyst characterization requires improved protocols for assessing
the performance over time under realistic operating conditions.
Having a mix of Ni and Fe in the structure has been shown
to improve the electrochemical activity toward the OER of Ni/Femetal oxyhydroxides15,16 and perovskites.17 In the following study,
we show the results of the electrochemical activity of various
La-Ni-Fe-oxides toward the OER. Four perovskite type materials
were tested with the following nominal compositions: LaNiO3 (LN),
La0.97 NiO3 (L97N), LaNi0.6 Fe0.4 O3 (LNF) and La0.97 Ni0.6 Fe0.4 O3
(L97NF) and one Ruddlesden-Popper phase: La2 Ni0.9 Fe0.1 O4 (LNFRP). In addition, the chemical stability of these materials, under high
temperature conditions in concentrated KOH, was investigated.
Experimental
Characterization of powders.—All the powders are 99.9% purity and synthesized with the combustion spray pyrolysis method
by Praxair Surface Technologies (Praxair Technology, USA). The
phase analysis of the powders was carried out using X-ray diffraction
(XRD, Bruker Advance D8, operated with a Cu Kα source). The powder’s specific surface areas (SSAs) were determined by the BrunauerEmmett-Teller (BET) method (Autosorb 1-MP, Quantachrome Instruments, USA) using N2 gas. The powders were degassed for 3 h
at 300◦ C prior to the measurements. The density of the powder was
determined using gas pycnometry (AccuPyc 1330, Micromeritics,
USA). Cylindrical pellets were fabricated by uniaxially pressing the
powders to pellets followed by isostatic pressing at 280 MPa for 30 s.
These pellets were used for sintering dilatometry (DIL 402C, Netzsch,
Germany) measurements in the temperature range room temperature
(RT)-1400◦ C in air with a heating rate of 5◦ C /min and holding time
at 1400◦ C of 5 h. In addition, the thermal stability during sintering of
the LaNiO3 powder was determined by thermogravimetric analysisdifferential thermal analysis (TGA-DTA, STA 409 C, Netzsch, Germany). The samples were heated in air/O2 to 1100/1250◦ C with heating rates 10◦ C /min from RT-700◦ C/850◦ C followed by 5◦ C/min from
750–1100◦ C/850-1250◦ C. The flow rate of the air/O2 was 50 ml/min.
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Preparation of samples for electrochemical measurements.—
The samples used for the electrochemical activity measurements were
pressed and sintered bars of as-received powder. Bars were pressed
using the same procedure as described above and subsequently, they
were sintered at 1400◦ C for 24 h in air to achieve geometric densities > 92% and densities based on the Archimedes method > 96%.
The bars used for electrochemical testing were further cut, grinded
and polished (StruersTegrapol-32, Denmark) in successive steps to
similar dimensions (17–18 mm × 5–6 mm × 0.9–1.5 mm). The final
polishing was carried out with a 1 μm diamond dispersion (Nap B1
Diapro, Struers, Denmark) using a MD-Nap polishing pad (Struers,
Denmark). The phase analysis of the sintered and polished samples
was carried out using XRD. The root-mean-square roughness of the
polished pellets was measured with a Cyberscan Vantage Profilometer
(Cyber Technologies, Germany).
The root mean square roughness is given as:

1 n 2
y
RRM S =
i i
n
where yi , is the vertical deviation of a point on the surface from the
mean surface height and n is the number of points included in the
calculation. The scanned area was min. 10 mm2 with a 10 μm step
size, corresponding to minimum of 100,000 points. Any systematic
sloping of the pellet surface was compensated for in the ScanCT 7.5
software accompanying the equipment.
Electrochemical measurements.—The electrochemical activity
measurements were performed using a three electrode setup. All
measurements took place in a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) holder,
which was positioned in a closed, not airtight, container with N2 flowing into it. The electrochemical characterization employed a ca. 1 M
KOH solution (ACS reagent., >85% KOH basis, Fluka) prepared with
Milipore water (18 M·cm). KOH is hygroscopic. Besides the ACS
reagent contains ≤ 2.0% K2 CO3 , ≤0.053% cation and heavy metal
traces, ≤0.013% anion traces and ≤0.021% other impurities. The
measured pH of the ca. 1 M solution was 14.0. A Gamry Reference
3000 potentiostat (Gamry Instruments, USA) was used. The polished
bar was the working electrode with an Au current collector pressed
against its back side. A Pt mesh with a Pt wire attached to it was used
as the counter electrode and a relative hydrogen electrode (Hydroflex,
Gaskatel, Germany) as the reference electrode. A Zirfon separator
was used to separate the working electrode from the reference and
counter electrode. The current densities were normalized according
to the exposed geometrical surface area of the bar being tested. The
electrochemical data collected consists of chronopotentiostatic (CP)
measurements performed at 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 25 and 50 mA · cm−2 with
30 min duration at each current density. Each CP measurement was
followed by an amperostatic electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) measurement to determine the ohmic contribution (Rs ). All results presented have been corrected for the serial resistance (i · Rs )
contribution. The amperostatic EIS measurements were used to determine the electrochemically active surface area (ECSA) from the
ratio of the double layer capacitance of the tested surface relative to
an ideal smooth oxide surface.
The surface of the polished bars before and after the electrochemical measurements was investigated with a field emission scanning
electron microscope (FE-SEM) from Zeiss (Merlin Zeiss, Germany)
equipped with a Schottky field emitter gun.
Chemical stability measurements.—The chemical stability of the
materials was assessed by exposing the as-received (in case of LNF, a
pre-calcined version is also included for the reasons explained in Results and discussion section) powders to 45 wt% KOH inside a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) lined autoclave. No electrical potential was
applied during these tests. The autoclave was heated in a furnace at
220◦ C for a week. No external pressure was applied to the autoclave,
so the internal buildup pressure was approx. 15 bar, corresponding
to the vapor pressure of the KOH solution at 220◦ C. Afterwards the

KOH solution was extracted and the residual powder was rinsed in
milipore water until a neutral pH of the water was reached. The rinsed
powder was dried by heating with 1◦ C/min to 500◦ C and back to
room temperature prior to phase analysis by XRD. Chemical stability
analysis was also conducted after exposing the powders in 31 wt%
KOH at 100◦ C and in 30 wt% KOH at RT for a week. Similar chemical stability measurements, as mentioned, above were conducted with
powder pressed into pellets and sintered at 1100◦ C for 1 h.
Results and Discussion
Phase analysis.—The XRD patterns of LN, L97, LNF, L97NF
and LNF-RP powders are shown and indexed in Figure 1. LN and
L97N are indexed with PDF 33-0711, LNF and L97NF are indexed
with PDF-88-0637 and LNF-RP is indexed with the XRD spectrum
from Ref. 18 together with PDF 86-1668. The powders are phase pure
according to XRD, except the L97N powder, which contains traces
of NiO (PDF-44-1159), illustrated in Figure 1, and the LNF powder
which contains traces of Ni(OH)3 (PDF 36-1481). The LNF powder
is phase pure after calcination at 800◦ C and hence the calcined LNF
powder’s XRD pattern is referred to in Figure 1. For these reasons
pre-calcined LNF powder is also included in the chemical stability
studies.
The XRD patterns of the densely sintered and polished LN, L97N
pellets diverge a lot from the as-received powders because the perovskite phase is partially decomposed during sintering. During the
partial decomposition, a loss of O2 occurs while Ruddlesden Popper
phases (Lan+1 Nin O3n+1 , n = 1, 2 and 3) are formed in successive steps
along with NiO.19–21 The TG curves shown in Figure 2, exhibit the onset for partial decomposition at 1000◦ C in air and 1070◦ C in O2 which
is in agreement with previous work.21,22 The weight loss is caused by
O2 escaping the material. The initial decline of the TG curves up to
approx. 300◦ C can be ascribed to water evaporation and the continued
decline of the TG curves between 300◦ C and the decomposition onset
temperature is ascribed to O2 being expelled from the LN structure
due to the reduction of Ni3+ to Ni2+ . Overall the LN powder is seen to
drop weight faster when heated in air compared to in O2 ; suggesting
that the thermal stability of the perovskite phase is lower when heated
in air compared to in O2- .
The sintered and polished LNF bars contain no secondary phases
whereas the L97NF bars contain traces of NiO and the LNF-RP bars
contain traces of unidentified phase(s). The electrochemically tested
bars show no deviation in their XRD patterns from those of the sintered
and polished bars.
Powder size and sintering characteristics.—The as-received
powders differ in terms of particle size and SSA, as shown in
Figure 3. The as-received LNF powder exhibit significantly larger
SSA (25.1 m2 · g−1 ) than the other powders. After calcination at
800◦ C the SSA is reduced to 8.0 m2 · g−1 and hence comparable to the order powders. The LNF powder has the smallest particle sizes followed by LN, L97N and L97NF, which have similar
sizes. The LNF-RP particle size is significantly larger than the other
powders.
The sintering profiles in Figure 4 of the powders in pressed pellet
form show similar sintering characteristics though the LN and L97N
exhibit two stages of sintering. Initially, the sintering of LN and L97N
starts around 1000◦ C, followed by a plateau and finally a maximum
sintering rate in the interval 1300–1350◦ C. The plateau is assumed
to be associated with the decomposition of the perovskite phase (cf.
Figure 2). The LNF and L97NF reach the maximum sintering rate
around 1200◦ C. The decrease in the elongation rate of LNF from
around 200◦ C is associated with the combustion of remains from the
synthesis process. This is supported by the XRD patterns (not shown),
which showed traces of La(OH)3 . Additionally, density measurements
show that there is an increase in powder density from 6.1 to 6.9
g · cm−3 before vs after calcination. This is pointing toward the fact
that the synthesis process was stopped prematurely, resulting also
in a larger SSA. The theoretical density of the rhombohedral LNF
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Figure 1. The XRD patterns of the as-received/calcined powder (black), the densely sintered and polished bars (red) and the electrochemically tested bars (blue).
The symbols represent the following phases: ◦LN, ● LNF,  LNF-RP,  Lan+1 Nin O3n+1 , n = 1, 2 or 3, ∗ NiO and  unidentified. Only additional peaks are
indicated above in the red and blue spectra.

perovskite phase is 7.0 g · cm−3 ; hence close to that of the calcined
powder. The LNF-RP is the last to sinter and has possibly not reached
its maximum sintering rate at 1400◦ C. This is not surprising, when
taking the relatively large particle sizes into account.
Electrochemical activity toward the OER.—The electrochemical
measurements were carried out in a 1 M KOH solution made form
ACS reagent KOH and milipore water. The fact that it is only >85%
KOH, due to KOH’s hydroscopic nature, is not considered problematic

as the pH of the 1 M was measured to 14.0. The amount of impurities
in this KOH is important as e.g. Fe impurities as low as <1 ppm
have been shown to have a catalytic effect on the OER of Nickel
oxyhydroxides.23 In our KOH the level of Ni and Fe impurities is
<10 ppm and hence it could influence the electrocatalytic activity of
non-Fe containing materials. A commonly used grade of KOH, for
determination of intrinsic electrocatalytic activity toward the OER,
is 99.99% trace metals basis.7,9 This grade contains <150 ppm trace
metal ions (excluding Na) compared to 100 ppm in ACS reagent. It
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Figure 2. The TG curves of LN heated in air and O2 . The main onset on the
TG curves was determined to be 1000◦ C and 1070◦ C in air and O2 respectively.

Figure 4. Sintering dilatometry curves of the pressed powders from RT to
1400◦ C in air.

is hence clear that the effect of impurities, such as Fe, on the OER
cannot be excluded unless the highest purity grade of KOH (e.g. Fluka
Analytical TraceSelect) is used and for all industrial applications this
is not realistic.
The electrochemical characterization was carried out in two sequences, labelled test 1 and test 2 using the same sample for each
test. Test 2 was carried out in a new KOH solution sometime after test
1. After the completion of test 2 the materials have been polarized
toward the OER for a total time of 10 hours. In Figure 5a, the series
of CP measurements for LNF test 2 are shown and the corresponding
galvanostatic EIS measurements are presented in Figure 5b. The CP
measurements at different current densities quickly reach equilibrium
and remain stable, in most cases, for the 30 min duration of the measurement. The CP measurements are stable up to a current density

of 5–10 mA · cm−2 above which significant fluctuations, attributed
to bubble formation on the sample surface, appear. When a bubble
grows on the sample surface, less surface area is available for the
OER and the overpotential increases. When the bubble detaches from
the surface, the overpotential decreases abruptly. For this reason, the
CP measurements at 25 and 50 mA · cm−2 are not included in the data
analysis. All the tested samples showed comparable serial resistance
in the range of 2–4  · cm2 .
A comparison of the OER activity of the tested materials is attempted in the Tafel plots shown in Figure 6. LN and LNF-RP exhibit
the lowest overpotentials at 10 mA · cm−2 and the lowest Tafel slopes.
The Tafel slope is obtained from the fitting of the data to the Tafel
equation given by:
 
i
η = b ln
i0

Figure 3. SEM micrographs of the powders as received from the supplier (the
LNF has been calcined and is not as received) and their respective SSA. The
order is as follows: a) LN, b) L97N, c) LNF, d) L97NF, e) LNF-RP.

where η is the overpotential, b is the Tafel slope, i is the current density
and i0 is the exchange current density. The fitting parameters i0 and
b are listed in Table I together with the coefficient of determination
(R2 ) for each fit. It should be noted that the exchange current density,
i0 , has no clear physical meaning in the OER as it is a multi-electron
transfer process involving several reaction steps.24 The Tafel slope
in Table I is determined in the interval 0.5–5 mA · cm−2 . In addition
all overpotentials in Table I and Figure 6 were average values of the
first 5 min of the CP measurement to limit the influence of bubble
formation on the overpotential.
The Tafel plots of test 1 and test 2, shown in Figure 6, suggest
that the electrochemical performance increases over time. A loss of
gloss on the sample surface was easily visible with the naked eye
when comparing the area of the sample that was exposed to the OER
conditions versus the area that was not exposed. The improved activity is attributed to an increase in the exposed surface area due to
increased surface roughness. SEM micrographs of the surfaces of the
bars before and after testing clearly support this observation as shown
in Figure 7. In the figure the LN (a), b) and c)), LNF (d), e) and f)) and
LNF-RP (g), h) and i)) surfaces are shown before and after OER testing. Trenches are formed on the surface after electrochemical testing,
which is particularly visible on the LN and LNF-RP surfaces (Figures
7b, 7c, 7h and 7i ). The surface of the exposed LNF (Figures 7e and
7f) is less affected though some smaller trenches are also visible here.
Reference surfaces exposed to 1 M KOH for approx. 15 h but not
polarized toward the OER are found in Figure S1. They show that
the LN and LNF surfaces are similar to the polished non-exposed
surfaces. There are some small crater like features, visible in the high
magnification LNF-RP surface. This is likely a result of chemical
etching. The trenches formed in the surface of the electrochemically
exposed samples are more pronounced, and it is therefore conjectured
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Figure 5. a) A set of CP measurements at different current densities for LNF and b) the corresponding amperostatic EIS measurements. The CP measurements above
10 mA · cm−2 are fluctuating due to bubble formation.

Table I. Tafel fit parameters for the first (test 1) and second (test 2) set of CP measurements. ∗ LN and L97N decomposed during sintering to a
multiphase material containing LN, NiO and La2 NiO4 .
Material

b(mV/dec)

i0 (mA · cm−2 )

R2

η (V)@ 10 mA · cm−2

Test 1
LaNi0.6 Fe0.4 O3
La0.97 Ni0.6 Fe0.4 O3
LaNiO3 ∗
La0.97 NiO3 ∗
La2 Ni0.9 Fe0.1 O4

98
83
68
78
66

7 × 10−4
1 × 10−4
5 × 10−5
4 × 10−5
2 × 10−5

1.00
0.97
0.99
0.96
0.98

0.44
0.45
0.38
0.44
0.40

Test 2
LaNi0.6 Fe0.4 O3
La0.97 Ni0.6 Fe0.4 O3
LaNiO3 ∗
La0.97 NiO3 ∗
La2 Ni0.9 Fe0.1 O4

81
68
56
80
57

1 × 10−4
2 × 10−5
2 × 10−6
6 × 10−5
3 × 10−5

1.00
0.96
0.99
1.00
0.97

0.42
0.42
0.38
0.43
0.39

that these are a result of the OER. In Table II the tested bar’s root
mean square roughness is listed before test 1 and after test 2. In all
cases it is seen to increase but there is no clear quantitative correlation
between the increase in surface roughness and the improvement in
electrocatalytic activity. The mass change of the bars after vs before
electrochemical testing has been recorded. For all materials there appear to be a mass loss but it is insignificant due to the uncertainty on
the scale, which means the mass loss, if any, is ≤ 0.2 mg (≤ 0.4 ‰).
To get more insight into the activation of the electrode surfaces
the ECSA has been determined as the ratio of the electrode surface

double layer capacitance (Cdl ) to that of an ideal oxide surface. The
latter reference used is 60 μF/cm2 .25 The Cdl is determined from
chronopotentiostatic EIS fits to a resistor in series with a parallel
connection of a constant phase element (CPE) and a resistor (Rs [CPERp ]). The double layer capacitance of the electrode surface is extracted
from Ref. 26:
1
Cdl = Y /α



1
1
+
Rs
Rp

1−1/
α

Where Y and α are the parameters describing the non-ideal capacitive
behavior of the CPE. The change in ECSA at 0.5, 10 and 50 mA · cm−2
is compared in Table III. Firstly, it is seen that the ECSA is close to
1 (real surface area) and comparable for the different samples. Secondly, it is seen that LN and L97N exhibit a 3–4 fold increase in the
ECSA from test 1 to test 2, which is substantially lower for the LNF,
L97NF and LNF-RP. A clear correlation to the electrochemical activity measurements is not present. This is clear when comparing e.g.
LN/L97N to LNF. The former exhibit a larger increase in ECSA compared to LNF, but LNF shows a larger improvement in electrocatalytic

Table II. The root mean square roughness of the polished
bars’ surface before electrochemical testing (pre) and after two
electrochemical test cycles (post).

Figure 6. Tafel plots for the two sets of measurements (test 1 and test 2) of
the different compositions. The dotted lines correspond to the linear fitting of
the data using the Tafel equation.

Sample

RRMS (pre) [μm]

RRMS (post) [μm]

Increase (%)

LN
L97N
LNF
L97NF
LNF-RP

0.41
0.43
0.37
0.37
0.20

0.79
0.92
0.68
0.49
0.64

93
114
84
32
220
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Figure 7. The surface of polished LN, LNF and LNF-RP bars before (pre test) and after (post test) the two sequences of electrochemical measurements. The
darker spots in a), b) and c) is NiO formed during sintering.

activity. The last trend observable is a decrease in the absolute ECSA
when increasing the current density. This suggests that gas bubbles
are partially blocking the electrode surface and influencing the results
already at 10 mA · cm−2 .
The oxygen evolution activity of the investigated materials is
compared to some of the state-of-the art materials such as IrOx ,
Ni0.9 Fe0.1 Ox and PrBaCo2 O5+x. in Table IV. The comparison is based
on the Tafel slope and the overpotential at 10 mA · cm−2 . Since the
surface is seen to change over time, results from the first set of measurements (test1) are chosen as more representative of the intrinsic activity of the materials. The activity of LN varies substantially
when looking into the literature; the Tafel slopes reported vary from
43–122 mV,6,28–31 in 0.1/1.0 M KOH. The variation is likely a result of several factors. Firstly, that different (ratio of) components
are used in the electrocatalyst layer e.g. different types of carbon,
nafion and PTFE used to collect current and support the catalyst particles. Secondly, that the synthesis method influences the intrinsic OER
activity.27 This is related to changes in the actual crystal structure
and phase composition. In Ref. 28 it was for example shown that
the change of crystal structure from rhombohedral to cubic LN perovskite has an enhancing effect on the OER activity. Lastly, surface

roughening and instability of the surface perovskite phase is likely a
third factor influencing the results. In Ref. 30 the intrinsic OER activity of LN and Lan+1 Nin O3n+1 (n = 1, 2 and 3) was investigated and
the lowest Tafel slope was found for LN (122 mV/dec), followed by
La4 Ni3 O10.26 (142 mV/dec) La2 NiO4.27 (180 mV/dec) and La3 Ni2 O7.15
(250 mV/dec). Finally, the OER activity of NiO has generally been
reported for the related Ni(OH)2 and NiO(OH) species as these can be
formed as a surface layer in alkaline conditions32 and known to be the
electrocatalytically active phases. Tafel slopes reported are generally
low, on the order of 30–40 mV/dec33–35 though higher values have
also been reported (70/100 mV/dec)15,36 when no Fe impurities are
present. The other materials, investigated in this article have, to our
knowledge, not been investigated toward the OER in alkaline media
previously.
Chemical stability of the materials at high temperatures in concentrated KOH.—The XRD patterns of LN, LNF, and LNF-RP powders after 1 week of ageing under conditions similar to actual HTPAECs operating conditions (45 wt% KOH at 220◦ C but no electrochemistry involded) are shown in Figure 8. The results show that all

Table III. The electrochemical active surface area (ECSA) of the tested bars at different current densities.
ECSA
test 1

Change
(%)

ECSA
test 1

0.5 mA · cm−2

Sample
LN
L97N
LNF
L97NF
LNFRP

ECSA
test 2

2.5
2.7
4.7
3.0
2.0

12.3
12.2
5.4
7.3
4.5

ECSA
test 2

Change
(%)

ECSA
test 1

10 mA · cm−2
390%
351%
14%
142%
123%

1.3
1.4
1.9
1.8
0.7

5.7
3.8
2.5
3.6
0.7

ECSA
test 2

Change
(%)

50 mA · cm−2
334%
167%
33%
102%
0%

0.8
1.3
0.8
0.7
0.5

N/A
0.9
1.0
0.8
0.4

−34%
24%
10%
−9%
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Table IV. Figures of merit for various perovskites and metal oxides from the literature. IrOx and NiFeOx are state-of-the-art OER catalysts.
PrBaCo2 O5+x is one of the best performing perovskites (double perovskite), which also shows stable performance at standard conditions.
Material
33

IrOx
IrOx 36
Ni0.9 Fe0.1 Ox 33
Ni0.69 Fe0.31 Ox 34
PrBaCo2 O5+x 8
PrBaCo2 O5+x 37

b(mV/dec)

η (V) @10 mA · cm−2

49
n/a
30
30
∼70
∼95

n/a
0.32
n/a
0.28
∼0.38
n/a

Conditions
1 M KOH, RT, geometric surface area
1 M KOH, RT, geometric surface area
1 M KOH, RT, geometric surface area
1 M KOH, RT, geometric surface area
0.1 M KOH, RT, oxide surface area
0.1 M KOH, RT, mass based normalization

Figure 8. The XRD pattern of the LN, LNF and LNF-RP powder and the same powder after 1 weeks exposure to 31 wt% KOH at 100◦ C and 45 wt% KOH at
220◦ C, respectively. The symbols represent the following phases: ◦LN, ● LNF,  LNF-RP, ♥ La2 O3 , ♠ La(OH)3 , ∗ NiO, ♣ Ni(OH)2 , × Fe2 O3 and  unknown.
Only additional peaks are indicated in the red and blue spectrum.
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materials have decomposed. The peaks corresponding to the decomposition products are indexed to La(OH)3 (PDF 36-1481)and NiO
(PDF-44-1159) in the case of LN and La(OH)3 , NiO and Fe2 O3
(PDF 39-0238) in the case of LNF and LNF-RP. A few minor peaks
in the XRD patterns remained unidentified. The perovskite phase is
almost completely decomposed to La(OH)3 and NiO in the LN powder. In the LNF-RP powder the La(OH)3 peaks dominate while the
perovskite phase is still the main phase in the LNF powder. The XRD
patterns of the powders after exposure to less harsh conditions (31 wt%
KOH at 100◦ C) are also found in Figure 8. The LN perovskite phase
shows some decomposition but significantly less than after the 220◦ C
test. The LNF and LNF-RP powder exhibit very limited degradation
after the 100◦ C test. At higher magnification it appears that small
traces of LaO(OH) (PDF 19-0656), La(OH)3 and NiO are present. A
longer stability test is necessary though to reach a clear conclusion
on whether the apparently improved stability at 100◦ C vs 220◦ C is
associated with slow kinetics for the decomposition process or improved thermodynamic stability of the perovskite phases explored.
The chemical stability test of the powders exposed to concentrated
KOH for a week at RT, show signs of secondary phases in the LN
XRD spectrum and no signs in the LNF and LNF-RP XRD spectra
(see Figure S2).
Apart from the LNF and L97NF, the other porously sintered pellets exposed to the 220◦ C chemical stability test had crumbled into
powder. All the porous pellets exposed to the 100◦ C test remained
intact. The XRD patterns of the LNF and LNF-RP pellets exposed to
the 100◦ C test showed a similar pattern as the powders exposed to the
same conditions. The LN pellets were already partially decomposed
during sintering to NiO and Ruddlesden-Popper phases. Clear signs of
La(OH)3 were present in the XRD of the tested pellets, thus indicating
that the sintered mixed phase material is not chemically stable. It cannot be concluded whether the new phases formed are only the LaNiO3
decomposing further or also a result of the Ruddlesden-Popper phases,
formed during sintering, decomposing.
Conclusions
La, Ni (and Fe) based perovskites and a Ruddlesden-Popper compound were investigated as electrode materials for the OER in alkaline medium. The intrinsic electrochemical activity was determined
at room temperature in 1 M KOH and found to be comparable for
all materials, with the multiphase-LN (LN, Lan+1 Nin O3n+1 , NiO) and
the LNF-RP exhibiting the highest activity. The Tafel slopes were in
the range 56–98 mV/dec. and the overpotential at 10 mA cm−2 in
the range 0.38–0.45 V, which is similar to that of state-of-art, nonnoble metal electrocatalysts. The roughness of the polished surface
of all materials was increasing over time, accounting for the increase
in electrochemical activity observed over time. The decrease in the
ECSA, observed at higher current densities (50 mA·cm–2 ), is probably
due to the formation of gas bubbles on the electrode surface.
Chemical stability measurements of the powders exposed to
31 wt% and 45 wt% KOH respectively at 100◦ C and 220◦ C for 1
week showed that all the studied materials were chemically unstable at 220◦ C, decomposing to simple metal oxides and hydroxides.
At 100◦ C the LNF and LNF-RP powders showed only traces of secondary phases, whereas the LN powder is clearly decomposing. These
materials are therefore not appropriate for HTP-AECs but LNF and
LNF-RP could potentially be used at temperatures below 100◦ C. Further stability investigations of even longer duration are required to
assess this.
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